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 To obtain a good combination of strength and ductility, a laminated 

composite structure composed of recovered hard lamellae and soft 

recrystallized lamellae has been produced in a single phase austenitic Fe-

34.5Mn-0.04C steel by cold rolling and partial recrystallization. Enhanced 

mechanical properties in both strength and ductility have been obtained in 

the composite structure compared to a fully recrystallized coarse grain 

structure. A further increase in strength with only minor loss in total 

elongation has been achieved by a slight cold rolling of the composite 

structure, which also removes the small yield drop and Lüders elongation 

observed in the composite structure. 
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1. Introduction 

An optimization of strength and ductility of metals and alloys for engineering 

application is of high current interest [1-6]. To obtain high strength by structural 

refinement for example by plastic deformation is well explored, but typically an 

increase in strength is followed by a severe drop in ductility [1-3,7,8]. An optimization 

has been sought through the design of microstructures containing hard and soft regions 

contributing to strength and ductility, respectively. Examples are a bimodal distribution 

of grain sizes in Cu [9] and a heterogeneous lamella structure in Ti [10]. In both cases, 

the processing route is rolling and annealing and the structure is subdivided by low, 

medium and high angle boundaries. The medium and high angle boundaries are 

geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs) [11, 12] which delineate regions that 

deform with different slip systems or with different strain partitioning on the same 

systems [11, 13]. These boundaries can act as barriers to dislocation glide and their 

strength contribution increases as their distance decreases [14]. This distance increases 

when the deformed structure coarsens during recovery and recrystallization [15]. When 

the coarsening is heterogeneous the recovered or partially recrystallized structure is 

subdivided into bands: recovered regions and recrystallized regions [16,17]. Such a 

banded structure is a laminated composite structure of single phase composed of hard 

(recovered) and soft (recrystallized) layers, contributing respectively to strength and 

ductility.  

In the present study, a laminated composite structure of hard recovered layers and 

soft recrystallized layers in a single high manganese phase austenitic steel is produced 

by cold rolling and partial recrystallization. High manganese austenitic steels show high 

tensile strength, high work hardening rate and superior plasticity at ambient and low 

temperatures due to the transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) twinning-induced 

plasticity (TWIP) effects [18-22]. Therefore, they have potential applications as vehicle 

body material and cryogenic alloys for example used for liquefied natural gas tankage. 

However, they often have a disadvantage of a relatively low yield strength. Therefore, 

an objective of the present study is to enhance the yield strength of the high manganese 
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austenitic steel by microstructural design. The microstructural parameters and the 

tensile properties are determined and three characteristic samples are chosen for 

analysis. These samples are in the cold deformed, partially recrystallized and 

recrystallized state. It is demonstrated that an excellent combination of high yield 

strength and tensile ductility can be obtained from the sample with the laminated 

composite structure. 

 

Fig. 1. X-ray diffractograms of sample after 90% CR 

2. Material and processing 

An austenitic steel with a nominal composition of Fe-34.5Mn-0.04C was used in 

this study. This steel is characterized by a higher manganese content than typical TWIP 

steels [19-22], and it does not show TWIP effect due to a relatively high stacking fault 

energy, but may have even higher toughness than typical TWIP steels [18]. An ingot 

was produced using a vacuum induction furnace, and then forged in the temperature 

range of 800 - 1100C to form a 13 mm thick plate, in order to obtain a suitable 

thickness for cold rolling. The plate was then cold rolled to a thickness reduction of 90% 

using a laboratory rolling mill with a roll diameter of 230 mm.  The cold rolled steel 

was annealed for 1 hour at 600C and 1000C to produce partially recrystallized and 

fully recrystallized structures, respectively. Due to the content of high manganese, the 

steel had a stable austenitic structure down to liquid nitrogen temperature. No 

martensitic transformation occurred during cold rolling, which was confirmed by X-ray 
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diffraction (XRD) using Rigaku D/Max 2500 diffractometer (see Fig.1). Therefore, in 

the present study, all the samples have a single phase austenitic structure. 

The samples in the cold rolled, partially recrystallized and fully recrystallized 

states were subjected to microstructural characterization and tensile testing. The 

microstructure was characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with a 

JEM-2100 electron microscope operated at 200 kV, and by scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) with a Hitachi S-

3400N-II scanning electron microscope. The step size for the EBSD scanning was 100 

nm. All the microstructural observations were conducted on the longitudinal section 

containing the rolling direction (RD) and the normal direction (ND).  

Tensile specimens with 10 mm in gage length and 5 mm in gage width were 

prepared such that the tensile direction was parallel to the RD. Tensile tests were carried 

out using a Zwick Z050TEW tensile machine at ambient temperature with an initial 

strain rate of 10-3s-1. An extensometer was attached on the specimen during the tensile 

test for a precise measurement of tensile strain. 
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Fig. 2. TEM images of lamellar structures delineated by (a) GNBs and (b) TBs, and (c) the 

distribution of boundary spacings for GNBs and TBs in the 90% cold rolled sample. 
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Fig. 3. (a) EBSD orientation map showing the laminated composite structure, (b) TEM image 

of a recovered lamellar structure delineated by GNBs, (c) TEM image of a recrystallized fine 

grain structure, and (d) the distribution of GNB spacings and grain sizes in the sample cold 

rolled to 90% and annealed for 1 hour at 600 C. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Microstructure 

In the cold rolled state the microstructure is characterized by a lamellar structure 

with the lamellar boundaries approximately parallel to the RD (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). 

The lamellar boundaries are categorized into two types: GNBs of low, medium and high 

angles (Fig. 2a) and deformation induced twin boundaries (TBs) (Fig. 2b). Using TEM 

images, the volume fraction of the lamellar structure delineated by the GNBs and that 

of deformation twins were measured to be 81.2% and 18.8%, respectively. The 

boundary spacings were measured separately for the GNBs and TBs along the direction 

perpendicular to the boundaries, and the distributions of measured values are shown in 
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Fig. 2c. The average values were 53 nm and 21 nm for the GNBs and TBs, respectively.  

After annealing for 1 hour at 600C, the deformed lamellar structure changes into 

a composite structure of alternating narrow recovered layers and wide recrystallized 

layers. An example of EBSD orientation maps showing such a composite structure is 

illustrated in Fig. 3a. The volume fractions of recovered and recrystallized layers were 

measured to be 10% and 90%, respectively. TEM observations of the recovered 

structure and the recrystallized structure are shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c. It is seen in 

Fig. 3b that the recovered layer consists of coarsened lamellar boundaries (Fig. 3b). The 

spacings between lamellar boundaries were measured from TEM images and their 

distribution is plotted in Fig. 3d showing an average value of 140 nm. The recrystallized 

layers are composed of equiaxed grains with an average size of 2.2 µm (Fig. 3d) which 

were measured from SEM images. Annealing for 1 hour at 1000C led to a complete 

recrystallization forming a relatively coarse grain structure that contains many 

annealing twins (Fig. 4a). By taking the twin boundaries into account, the average grain 

size was measured to be 21.0 µm, see Fig. 4b. 
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Fig. 4. (a) EBSD orientation map showing the recrystallized grain structure containing 

annealing twins and (b) the distribution of grain sizes in the sample cold rolled to 90% and 

annealed for 1 hour at 1000 °C. 

 

 

The structural features for the above three samples are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Structural features and tensile properties of Fe-34.5Mn-0.04C steel samples 

after different treatments and tested at room temperature 

 

Sample Treatment Structural feature 

Yield  

strength 

(MPa) 

UTS  

(MPa) 

Uniform  

elongation 

(%) 

Total 

elongation 

(%) 

1 

90% Cold 

rolling 

( 90% CR ) 

Lamellar structure 

delineated by 

GNBs and TBs 

105810 12429 2.00.2 7.30.2 

2 
90% CR + 

600 C, 1h 

Laminated 

composite 
4556 6447 33.00.5 39.40.1 
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structure 

(Partially 

recrystallized) 

3 
90% CR + 

1000 C, 1h 

Recrystallized 

equiaxed  

grain structure 

2113 4996 31.80.5 32.70.5 

4 

90% CR + 

600 C, 1h + 

5 % CR 

Laminated 

composite 

structure  

+ dislocations 

6006 6776 21.80.5 35.70.7 

 

 

3.2 Tensile behavior 

Fig. 5 shows the engineering stress-strain curves for the cold rolled, partially 

recrystallized and fully recrystallized samples. The tensile properties are summarized 

in Table 1. The cold rolled sample with a lamellar structure (curve 1 in Fig. 5a) shows 

a continuous flow and a high yield stress (0.2% offset) of 1058 MPa. However, the 

tensile instability sets in at a strain of only 2%, showing a behavior typical of high strain 

metals. The partially recrystallied sample with a laminated composite structure (curve 

2 in Fig.5a) shows a discontinuous flow associated with a yield flateau stress of 455 

MPa and 2.2% Lüders elongation, followed by an extensive work hardening stage that 

leads to a total elongation of 39.5%. The fully recrystallized sample with a coarse grain 

structure (curve 3 in Fig. 5a) shows also a continuous flow. The yield strength and total 

elongation were measured to be 211 MPa and 32.7%, respectively. Note that not only 

the strength but also the tensile ductility of the fully reccrystallized coarse grain sample 

are lower than the values observed in the laminated composite sample (compare curves 

2 and 3 in Fig. 5a, and see Table 1).  

The work-hardening rates of the above three samples were calculated from their 

corresponding true stress-true strain curves and are shown in Fig. 5b. All three samples 

exhibit the occurrence of tensile instability following the Considère’s Criterion: 

   

𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝜀
= σ 

 

where  and  are the true stress and true strain, respectively. However, the evolution 

of work hardening rate shows significant differences between them. The work 
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hardening rate of the cold rolled sample drops (curve 1) rapidly, intersecting the true 

stress-strain curve soon after yielding. For the laminated composite sample (curve 2), 

the work hardening rate shows a drop during the Lüders deformation and then a rapid 

increase up to a true strain of 0.05, followed by a gradual decrease during further 

straining. Note that over the true strain range from 0.05 to failure, the work hardening 

rate curve of the fine structured laminated composite sample is above that of the fully 

recrystallized coarse grain sample (compare curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 5b) although their 

difference is not large. The enhanced work hardening ability is responsible for the 

improved ductility observed in the laminated composite, which will be discussed in the 

next section. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves of three different samples (sample 1-3, see Table 1) and 

(b) their corresponding work hardening rates. 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves of the laminated composite structure (sample 2) and 

the laminated composite structure plus 5% additional cold rolling (sample 4), and (b) the work 

hardening rate for sample 4.  

 

4. Discussion 
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The laminated composite structure contains hard and soft layers/lamellae which in 

the present study is obtained by applying a simple processing route of cold rolling and 

annealing. The formation of such a composite has its cause in the development of a 

strong rolling texture in the cold rolled sample where texture components are separated 

by medium and high angle boundaries forming the lamellar structure [15, 23]. The 

individual lamellae have a characteristic structure and content of stored energy [16]. 

Therefore, they coarsen at different rates during annealing, which makes it possible to 

choose annealing conditions at which the structure that combines soft and hard lamellae 

can form. This structure therefore is a typical laminated composite structure. Note that 

in the present laminated composite sample, the hard recovered layers only have a 

volume fraction of 10% and the layer thickness varies from layer to layer. Therefore, 

the laminated composite structure is not uniform and the volume fractions of the soft 

and hard layers are not optimized. However, what important is the observation that the 

presence of only 10% hard recovered lamellae has generated work hardening rates 

higher than that of the fully recrystallized coarse grain sample. Further improvement in 

the design of the structural parameters and in the combination of strength and ductility 

are expected, which is an ongoing study 

The microstructure in all three sample states, cold deformed, partially 

recrystallized and fully recrystallized (Table 1), have that in common, i.e. they are 

subdivided by medium to high angle boundaries which act as barriers to dislocation 

glide. The barrier strength can be analyzed based on a Hall-Petch formulation 

expressing that the yield stress and flow stress is inversely proportional to the square 

root of the distance between the boundaries. In the deformed and recovered structures, 

the boundary spacing is determined as the perpendicular spacing between the GNBs 

and TBs, measured perpendicular to the rolling plane. For the recrystallized structure 

the boundary spacing is the diameter of the equivalent grain size. The difference in flow 

stress (0.2% offset) is very large between the recovered and recrystallized layers in the 

laminated composite due to a large difference in boundary spacing and a deformed 

nature in the hard layer. The difference in flow stress between layers will for a given 

external load lead to heterogeneous plastic deformation in the sample. This may give 
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rise to strengthening mechanisms increasing the strength above the strength that can be 

analyzed by the rule of mixture typically applied for a composite structure. This 

difference can be calculated to be the order of 150 MPa indicating a contribution of a 

hardening mechanism which may have its cause in the heterogeneous plastic 

deformation giving rise to hardening of the soft layer by the formation of geometrically 

necessary dislocations [24]. Similar effect has been observed in a heterogeneous 

lamella structure in Ti and discussed in detail by Wu et al [10]. 

Besides the constraint effect in the recovered sample, a yield drop phenomenon 

and Lüders elongation is observed which may also affect the mechanical behavior. This 

has been observed in a number of experiments (Al [25-2], IF steel [25,28], austenitic 

steel [29], Ti [10,30]) where the phenomena may have their cause in the lack of mobile 

dislocations and an increase in stress is required to activate dislocations [31]. 

The observation of hardening related to the occurrence of a constraint effect 

introducing extra dislocations together with the yield point phenomenon has led to the 

experiment where a laminated composite sample is further slightly deformed by cold 

rolling, as did for a fine structured Al [31]. This additional cold rolling (5%) introduced 

tangle dislocations in the structure, which was revealed by TEM observations (not 

shown here), and led to a significant increase in flow stress of about 150 MPa (curve 4 

in Fig. 6a) with maintaining reasonably high work hardening rate (Fig. 6b). As a result 

we have obtained about a 3 times increase in flow stress compared to the recrystallized 

state with only 10% reduction in uniform elongation (compare Fig. 6 and Fig. 5 and see 

Table 1). 

5. Conclusion 

A laminated composite structure in Fe-34.5Mn-0.04C has been processed by cold 

rolling and annealing. Tensile tests at room temperature were carried out in three sample 

conditions: cold rolled, partially recrystallized and fully recrystallized. The conclusions 

are the following: 

1. It has been demonstrated that a heterogeneous lamella structure can be produced by 
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cold rolling and annealing of a single phase alloy forming a laminated composite of 

hard (recovered) lamellae and soft (recrystallized) lamellae.  

2. In the partially recrystallized sample, the mechanical behavior shows a doubling of 

the yield strength compared to recrystallized sample without a loss of ductility. 

Additional deformation by cold rolling results in a further 50% increase in strength 

with only 10% loss in uniform elongation, which also removes the yield drop 

phenomenon. 

3. The excellent mechanical properties of the partially recrystallized state are 

interpreted based on the rule of mixture with additional strengthening contributions 

related to the heterogeneous plastic deformation and the occurrence of a yield drop 

phenomenon. 
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